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Dear friends, customers, suppliers and staff,

We made it!

This year we celebrate 22 years selling great learning toys and games to wonderful resellers. Coming off our 
best year (2018) in our company history is a great springboard for 2019 business. The retail environment 
currently is tough, but those who work both sides of the street to make business work are doing well. 

The days of just being a me-too supplier are gone!

Retailers want the best toy or game available to sell and sell quickly. Inventory can no longer sit on shelves 
only to sell when Santa strolls into town. Today’s consumers are savvy street wise buyers. Buyers who want  
a quality product at a reasonable price. Buyers who want the best they can buy and they want it yesterday.

At UG we realised that we needed to be quicker off the mark! So we strapped on our running shoes and 
lined up for the final. No longer content to be nice guys that sell some nice games, we are now a highly 
driven team that want to be the best at what we do. We want the best products and best licenses available 
and we are also offering a great PR and marketing campaign to drive sales and put dollars in your till. We 
are constantly looking at major product benefits both in design, useability, packaging and what the product 
does for the consumer. We also concentrate and try to ensure that what we sell is only the first sale in a line 
of repeat purchase options. It’s not the first one we want it’s the five or six that follow.

Our focus has slightly changed over the past ten years. We are spending more time on understanding 
exactly what the customer wants, who the customer is and where the customer shops. And of course how 
often that customer shops. 

We are launching some exciting new games aimed at the millennial adult shopper. As well as their children. 
This group are the most powerful consumers on the planet and just love all the games that UG Australia 
sell. Our games are designed by us, packaged by us and sold by us. We know what our customer wants to 
play and we know who our customer is! We sell our games!! 

A major launch for us this year will be a game called “Are You Dumber Than a Box of Rocks?”. A fun travel 
game aimed at Millennials and others. Just watch this one burst out of the blocks. As good as 5 Second 
Rule!! Now that’s good!! The 2019 line-up is the best in our company’s history. More games for more 
people! More in house design talent makes for better games.

We are expanding our National Geographic science line as well as our WILD! Science range. Both are 
performing well at retail and 2018 was certainly the year that Aussie Kids were becoming more interested in 
the science category. 

Watch these two brands explode onto the market with a new exciting campaign aimed at specific Australian 
promotional periods. Science week being one! Last year we launched a competition aimed at children to 
design a science kit. The winner and their family went on a 7 day jaunt to the US to meet an astronaut as 
well as spend time at Kennedy Space Center. It is these types of events that will continue to drive sales and 
increase awareness.

I would like to thank all the great people that work with us to make our company successful. We all love 
what we do and really appreciate all the help and support we get from you.

And lastly, a big thanks to our UG family, here and abroad. We have over 80 employees based throughout 
the world that we call family and that assist us to design, develop and sell. Thank you!

Lastly to my Australian partner Bob Moog, President of the global group, who has always supported what 
we do and how we do it – a big thank you Bob!

What a great job we all have – we just make people smile!

John Herbert 
Managing Director
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01593 Crazy 8s 
Time to get crazy! Take turns matching colours and numbers 
to get rid of the cards in your hands. Use the wild Crazy 8 
cards to keep you in the game. Be the first to get rid of all 
your cards to win. A great beginner game for kids – includes 
jumbo sized cards. Age 4+

01594 Old Maid 
Watch out for the Old Maid! Take turns picking cards from 
other players, but don’t let your friends or family see your 
cards. To win, collect the most pairs without getting stuck 
with the Old Maid. A great beginner game for kids – includes 
jumbo sized cards. Age 4+

CARD GAMES
Classic Children’s Games

GAMES & PUZZLES

01592 Go Fish 
Time to go fishing! Gather your friends and family and take 
turns to match two of the same sea creatures. If you do not 
have the card the person is asking for, tell them to “GO FISH!” 
When the fishing is finished, the person with the most pairs 
wins! A great beginner game for kids – includes jumbo sized 
cards. Age 4+

01589 Tug of War
It’s time for a tug of war! Play your cards one at a time. The 
highest-ranking puppy takes all the cards. When puppies 
of the same rank are played, it’s a tug of war! Capture all 
the cards to win! A great beginner game for kids – includes 
jumbo sized cards. Age 4+

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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I Spy™
Assorted Games

00645 I Spy™ Card Game Asst (12pcs) 
These card games combine the beautiful imagery of I Spy™ 
with classic card game play including I Spy™ Go Fish, I Spy™ 
Snap and I Spy™ Match. Age 3+

00651TIN I Spy™ Travel Card Game 
Have you a stop sign? A blue car too? I spy a fun time while 
travelling for you! This is a seek and find card game for 1 to 4 
players. Includes 60 jumbo cards and instructions. Age 3+

06102 I Spy™ Spooky Mansion 
Players make their way through the Spooky Mansion, spotting 
objects among the mysterious contents and collecting keys to 
the mansion. The first player to collect five keys from different 
rooms and escape the Spooky Mansion wins the game. 
Includes a unique 3D game board. Age 5+

06101 I Spy™ Dig In
I Spy™ Dig In invites players to race to find I Spy™ items  
before their opponents do. Players experience frantic fun  
while playing together. Kids practice literacy, coordination,  
and social skills as they race to match the images on their 
cards with objects from the bowl. Age 5+

06120 I Spy™ Eagle Eye Game 
It’s a race to ring the bell in this great family game! Players 
use their eagle eyes to spot an item on their card that’s also 
on their game board. The first to find it and ring the bell wins 
the round. Encourages visual discrimination, observation and 
memorisation. No reading required. Age 5+

06108 I Spy™ Original Bingo Game 
Taking the award-winning I Spy™ concept to the next level, 
this Bingo game uses unique cards to help kids learn their 
letters and work on their creative thinking. It’s a “Bingo” they 
can really learn from! Age 4+

NEW
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TTAS/500/50 Thomas & Friends™ Railway Bingo 
The first player to make a three-in-a-row train track either up, 
down or diagonally wins! Contains 4 double-sided boards,  
25 pieces of wooden discs. Comes with a drawstring bag  
for easy pickup and portability! Age 3+

TTAS/290/31 Thomas & Friends™ Pin Puzzle – Conductor 
TTAS/290/32 Thomas & Friends™ Pin Puzzle – Splash
Encourage your child’s hand-eye coordination, problem 
solving, concentration and fine motor skills with these 
Thomas & Friends™ Pin Puzzles. Age 18mnths+

TTAS/500/38 Thomas & Friends™ Colour Stack Game
Roll a colour and then push or pull a matching colour block 
from the stack. Now place it on top. Be careful not to topple 
the stack! Age 3+

TTAS/500/61 Thomas & Friends™ Pile Up Game
Contains 13 double sided chunky wooden characters.  
Balance your piece carefully and don’t let it fall! Play it  
alone or with friends for more Pile Up fun! Age 3+

TTAS/500/49 Thomas & Friends™ Connector Game
Contains 36 double-sided train discs and colour die. Kids learn 
colours as they work together to construct the craziest line up 
of trains possible! Age 3+

Thomas & Friends™
Preschool Games & Puzzles

TTAS/500/33  Thomas & Friends™ Wooden Clock Game
Learn counting, colours, shape recognition and how to  
tell time! It’s a puzzle and a game with 3 levels of play.  
Self-correcting spaces reinforce the position of every piece! 
Age 3+
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01253 Let’s Feed The Very Hungry Caterpillar™ Game 
A board game based on Eric Carle’s best-selling book. 
Children move their caterpillars from fruit to fruit, collecting 
a unique butterfly puzzle piece whenever they stop to eat. 
The first player to collect all five puzzle pieces and build a 
beautiful butterfly wins the game! Age 3+

01259 The World of Eric Carle™ Around the Farm Game 
Race around the farm and collect and match! Players join the 
cows, pigs and roosters as they go through their daily routine 
and learn all about life on the farm. Our newest game features 
classic Eric Carle art married to a theme that is popular with 
kids everywhere. Don’t miss out – Moooooo! Age 3+

01249 The Very Hungry Caterpillar™ Spin & Seek ABC Game 
Children explore the alphabet and learn the difference 
between big and little letters. Players spin the spinner and 
seek matching letters with images inspired by The World of 
Eric Carle™. Reinforces upper and lower case letter recognition 
and encourages early reading skills. Age 3+

01245 The World of Eric Carle™ Card Games Asst (12pcs)
These three different card game packs focus on the most 
popular card games, while teaching early development skills. 
Preschoolers will learn the alphabet, counting colours and 
animals. Age 3+ 

BESTSELLER

The World of Eric Carle™
Preschool Games & Puzzles

Celebrating 50 Years of The Very Hungry Caterpillar™! The World of Eric Carle™ 
nurtures a child’s love of literature and learning, encouraging imaginative play 
and exploration. Trusted by parents, teachers and librarians, and beloved by 
children worldwide for generations. 
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33834  The World of Eric Carle™ Alphabet Floor Puzzle 
Explore the ABC’s of the animal world with Eric Carle’s 
beautiful artwork. Puzzle features giant pieces and is over  
3 metres long! Age 3+

33833  The Very Hungry Caterpillar™ Counting Floor Puzzle 
Explore numbers with The Very Hungry Caterpillar™. Great for 
early math skills. Puzzle features giant pieces and is over  
3 metres long! Age 3+

30138 The Very Hungry Caterpillar™  
4 in 1 Wooden Puzzle 
A high quality, compartmentalised 
wooden box makes storage easy. 
Includes 4 puzzles of different piece 
counts so the product grows with  
the child. Age 3+

01282TIN The World of Eric Carle™ 
ABC Game Tin 

01284TIN The Very Hungry Caterpillar™  
and Friends Bingo & Matching Tin

01283TIN The World of Eric Carle™ 
Around the Farm Game Tin

The World of Eric Carle™
Preschool Games & Puzzles

NEW
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TTWI/105 The Wiggles® SNAP! Card Game 
TTEA/105 The Wiggles® Emma™ SNAP! Card Game
The classic game of SNAP! featuring all your favourite 
characters! Pack includes 36 card images and is ideal for 
travel and play on-the-go. Children will learn and have fun 
playing these introductory card games. Age 3+

TTWI/106 The Wiggles® Pairs Card Game 
TTEA/106 The Wiggles® Emma™ Pairs Card Game
These Pairs cards are full of wiggly fun – with 36 Wiggles 
themed images! This pack will assist children in the 
development of memory skills, manual dexterity, social skills 
and cooperation – all while playing cards with their favourite 
Wiggles characters. Age 3+

The Wiggles®

Preschool Games & Puzzles

TTWI/107 The Wiggles® Memory Boxed Cards TTEA/107 The Wiggles® Emma™ Memory Boxed Cards
Learn and play with your favourite Wiggles characters! These Memory Cards are full of wiggly fun. This classic game has  
36 thick card tiles that will assist children in the development of sorting, matching, manual dexterity and memory skills. Age 3+

TTWI/108 The Wiggles® Opposites Boxed Cards TTEA/108 The Wiggles® Emma™ Opposites Boxed Cards
Learn and play with your favourite Wiggles characters! Opposites cards are a fun way to help teach children about matching, 
opposites, image association and problem solving. There are 24 thick, sturdy cards to match and create 12 fun and colourful 
opposites that children will love and learn from. Age 3+
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WI005TIN  
The Wiggles® Bingo & Matching Tin 
Two games in one! Identify and match all 
your favourite Wiggles characters in this  
two-in-one game. Play Bingo, or use the 
Picture Cards to play a matching game!  
Age 3+

TTAS/500/87  
The Wiggles® Pile Up Game 
The Wiggles® Pile Up improves  
hand-eye coordination and fine motor 
skills! Be the first player to place your 
last game piece on the pile without any 
pieces falling off the game base and 
you win! Balance your piece carefully 
and don’t let if fall! Play alone or with 
friends for more Pile Up fun! Ages 3+

The Wiggles®

Preschool Games & Puzzles

NEW

TTAS/500/85  
The Wiggles® Wooden Clock Game 
Learn counting, colours, shape recognition  
and how to tell time with The Wiggles®!  
It’s a puzzle and a game with 3 levels  
of play. Self-correcting spaces reinforce  
the position of every piece! Age 3+
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NEW

WI003 The Wiggles® 46pc Floor Puzzle WI004 The Wiggles® Emma™ 46pc Floor Puzzle
These easy to assemble floor puzzles are perfect for little Wiggles fans. Each puzzle includes 46 large pieces that are great for 
small hands. When completed puzzles measure 91.4 x 60.9 cm. Age 3+

The Wiggles®

Preschool Games & Puzzles

WI001 The Wiggles® 4 in 1 Wooden Puzzle WI002 The Wiggles® Emma™ 4 in 1 Wooden Puzzle
Four fun Wiggles images, together in one puzzle set! These sturdy wooden puzzle sets will grow with your child. Featuring 
4 puzzles in one box, with a special compartment for each puzzle. Includes one 9pc puzzle, two 12pc puzzles and one 16pc 
puzzle. Each puzzle piece is numbered on the back and can be assembled right on the lid of the box with the convenient sliding 
tray – perfect for on-the-go fun. Age 3+

WI006 The Wiggles® Alphabet Floor Puzzle WI007 The Wiggles® Counting Floor Puzzle
Learn your ABC’s and explore numbers with The Wiggles® Floor Puzzles. Each puzzle measures over 3 metres long and includes 
26 giant pieces! Each piece includes a favourite Wiggles character or icon. Age 3+

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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TTQC-01 Quick Chess
Learn to play the world’s favourite game in ten minutes.  
Now you’re ready to flip the board over and play a traditional 
game of chess like never before! Comes with complete chess 
game, quick chess game, quick reference mat to place under 
the game board, and rules with 10 levels of play. Age 6+

BB00030 Bright Buttons 
The philosophy behind Bright Buttons is to arouse curiosity 
in our children, and as a result, enthuse them to want to learn 
about the world around us. The game focuses on developing 
gross and fine motor skills, lateral thinking, coordination, 
literacy and numeracy and more. Age 3+

00702 Scholastic® The Brainiac Game
Players compete to see who can fill their brain the fastest, 
competing to answer questions in five subject areas; Science, 
Math, Arts, Reading and The World, to be the first to fill their 
brain with a whole lot of SMART. Age 6+

University Games 
Learning Games

01214 Kids on Stage™ 
Act It Out! From hopping like bunnies to flying like airplanes, 
this creative game helps all kids get into the act. The most 
popular charades game for kids. Age 3+

TTAS/500/77 Tell-A-Tale Fairytale TTAS/500/79 Tell-A-Tale Barnyard 
Tell-A-Tale makes you and your friends the storytellers in a land of magic, fun and adventure! Roll the dice to get some ideas 
and then let your imagination run wild! Work together to set up the story, guide the plot to a great ending and along the way,  
tell a great tale! Age 3+

12 | U. GAMES AUSTRALIA 2019
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01078 Hey! Those Are My Glasses
Match the shapes of the glasses with the shapes on the die, 
then collect every match you’ve made. These bespectacled, 
lovable little lemurs make this game cute, easy and fun for 
everyone. Age 4+

01066 Beekeeper
In this fun new card game, you handle the hives as your 
swarm of drones and queens is flipped and rearranged. Create 
two colonies before your opponents do and earn the title of 
honey-harvesting hero! Age 6+

01081 Slow Poke 

A take on the classic game of Old Maid, featuring a colourful 
collection of nature’s most laid back creatures. Animals such 
as sea horses, basset hounds, koalas and everyone’s favourite 
slow poke, the sloth, chill together for a lighthearted, leisurely 
card game. Age 4+

01067 Mars Needs Heroes!
The peaceful colony on the red planet is under siege. Use your 
team of allies or employ the powerful freeze ray to outplay 
other teams and capture as many evildoers as you can. 
Whoever traps the most invader cards is the ultimate hero! 
Age 8+

University Games 
Children’s Games

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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NEW
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These Tinned Mini Games are 
compact versions of your favourite 
board games. The games come 
packaged in a glossy elegant tin and 
include all the components required 
for a full, fun game experience. These 
aren’t just cards in a box, they are a 
complete stand alone mini game. 
If you have also been looking for new 
questions to your favourite games, 
many of the Tinned Mini Games work 
as a booster pack to the original board 
game – which means that you can 
even add them together to increase 
your experience! 

WI005TIN
The Wiggles® Bingo  
& Matching Tin

01283TIN
The World of Eric Carle™ 
Around the Farm Game Tin

00651TIN
I Spy™ Travel Card Game

01491TIN
Totally Gross Game Tin

01284TIN
The Very Hungry Caterpillar™ 
and Friends Bingo & 
Matching Game Tin

01492TIN
Scavenger Hunt for Kids Tin 

01282TIN
The World of Eric Carle™  

ABC Game Tin

18pc tinned games display unit available

01493TIN
Charades Kids on Stage Tin

Tinned Games
Assorted Games
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NEW

NEW

NEWNEWNEW

FF002 
Life Hacks Tin

04475TIN
5 Second Rule Tin

FF001 
What’s in the Tin? Game

FF003 
Aussie Trivia Challenge Tin

FF004 
The 80’s Trivia Game Tin

01361TIN 
Smart Ass Tin 

01364TIN 
Dumb Ass Tin

PT001TIN
Pub Trivia Tin 

01487TIN 
Anti-Monopoly Tin

01396TIN
Smart Ass ‘90s Nostalgia

01522TIN 
Man Bites Dog Tin

01387TIN
Truth or Dare Tin

Tinned Games
Assorted Games
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01273 Sort It Out™ 
Who knows the biggest, fastest, loudest, smallest, 
longest everything? Sort It Out™ is a fast-paced 
game of measurement where knowing just a little  
bit about something can help you win it all.
A challenging yet accessible game where players 
reason through relative sizes. Not your average  
trivia game — guessing is half the fun! Age 12+

01405 Tip of the Tongue® 
In this tongue-tied game of 2-second trivia, players 
take turns answering quick-recall questions and 
receive a point for each correct answer. The questions 
aren’t hard, but can you spit them out in 2-seconds 
flat? Over 1000 trivia questions included in this  
easy-to-learn, fast-paced party game. Age 12+

NEW

NEW

NEW

University Games 
Family Games

01057 Flickin’ Chicken 
They bounce, they roll, but can you hit the target? 
Flickin’ Chicken is the go anywhere game that is 
perfect for backyard fun. Throw the target disc 
and then take turns throwing your rubber chickens. 
Each throw counts as a point, so be careful,  
bonus and penalty points can change everything. 
The player with the lowest score wins! Age 6+
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04475 5 Second Rule 
It should be easy to name 3 breeds of dogs – but can you do 
it under the pressure of 5 seconds counting down? It’s all in 
good fun with this fast-paced game! Age 8+

01238 5 Second Rule Jr. 
A junior version of the popular party game, with all new 
questions and bonus time spaces! It seems like it would  
be easy to name 3 flavours of ice cream – but can you do it  
under the pressure of 5 seconds twisting down? You have to 
be quick, so just say whatever comes to mind and risk silly 
answers slipping out! Includes 200 cards (400 questions),  
6 Playing Pieces, Timer, Game Board and Rules. Age 6+

BESTSELLER

It should be easy to name 3 breeds of dog – 
but can you do it under the pressure of  
5 seconds? 

Time is not on your side, so just say what 
comes to mind and risk ridiculous answers 
slipping out as time twirls down on the 
spiral timer.

There are opportunities to ‘duck’ the 
question or inflict ‘pain’ on your opponents 
by use of the SWITCH or PASS ON cards.

It’s all good fun as players seek to reach 
the finish first in this fast-paced, frenzied 
and fun family game!

04475TIN 5 Second Rule Tin 
It’s all in good fun with this 
fast-paced family game. Can 
you name 3 things... as you 
race against the timer! Now 
in a mini version that you 
can play anywhere! Booster 
pack to the 5 Second Rule 
board game with brand new 
questions! Age 8+

UNCENSORED 

EDITION!

Turn page over.  

Warning – adult content! 

5 Second Rule
Family Games 
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University Games 
Party Games

01381 Bigger is Better™ 
The game where size matters! This is the game of 
measurement... biggest to smallest, heaviest to lightest, 
longest to shortest. Try and put everything in the right order. 
In this game, guessing is half the fun! Age 18+

UG7427 5 Second Rule® Uncensored 
It seems easy to name three nighttime activities, but can you 
do it without getting tongue-tied and flustered? Everyone’s 
watching you, and time is twisting down – you only have five 
seconds to dig into the back corner of your mind and just spit 
it out! For 3 or more players. Age 18+

01383 Don’t Drink and Draw™ 
It’s party mayhem in this hilarious game where every player 
draws and guesses on every turn! Choose a Person, Action 
and Location card, then draw the combination. Everyone is 
guaranteed laughs as they guess each other’s drawings. 
Age 18+

01409 Are You Dumber Than a Box of Rocks?™ 
The quick-play trivia race. Draw a card, answer a question, 
shake the box and open the top to see how the Rocks have 
answered. Do you have the correct answer or are you dumber 
than a Box of Rocks? Age 12+

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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University Games 
Party Games

CG1097 Merriment Mixture: Categories Game 
A fun, quick-fire categories game. Take turns to name  
items in a given category against the clock. Be warned –  
take too long or repeat an item and you’re out! Age 12+

CG1099 Laughter Tonic: Where’s the Word? 
Identify a well known phrase, quote or lyric by  
questioning your competitors. Be alert – they’re hiding the 
words you need somewhere in their responses. Age 12+

CG1096 Brain Elixir: After Dinner Riddles 
Stimulate your brain with 80 fun lateral thinking riddles.  
Age 12+

CG1098 Cunning Concoction: Bluff Trivia 
Test your knowledge and cunning! If you don’t know the 
answer to a trivia question, bluff without being caught out and 
still win the card. Age 12+

Burdened by boredom? Riddled with repetition? Moping 
from monotony? We have the cure for you! The Miracle 
Medicines series includes a Cunning Concoction, 
Merriment Mixture, Brain Elixer and Laughter Tonic. 
Choose the one that’s right for you, or try all four to really 
send that boredom back where it belongs! With vintage 
artwork and uniquely shaped cards, these pocket sized 
games are great for travel and after-dinner party fun. 

CGASST Miracle Medicines 12pc Display

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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PT001 Pub Trivia 
Are your Mondays mediocre? Tuesdays tiresome? Wednesdays 
woeful?... Pub Trivia can turn that around (and rescue you from 
some dodgy alliteration!) with an extra dose of fun! Includes 
1000 quiz questions, 200 team answer sheets, score sheets,  
4 pencils, and instructions. Age 12+

00906 Bubble Talk™ 
It’s the hilarious picture-caption matching game! The judge 
draws a picture card, then players select the best caption card 
from their hands and place it face down. The player with the 
most gut-busting card wins the round. Age 8+

01360 Smart Ass® 

Here’s the game for players who have been bursting to scream 
out the answer even when it’s not their turn. Each question has 
ten clues – the first player to yell out the correct answer wins 
the round and takes a step closer to being the ultimate “Smart 
Ass.” Age 12+

01366 Dumb Ass® 

Every player has a chance to be a winner by picking the wrong 
answer and advancing around the game board. The reader 
announces four items that all appear to be connected. Players 
then choose which item they feel does not belong. Age 12+

01386 Dirty Words
In this game, players roll the dice and have two minutes 
to create sentences based on the words showing. There’s 
nothing explicitly inappropriate in the words – the dirt comes 
from what the players bring to the game! Age 18+

01404 Stupid Deaths 
Turns out Darwin was right. Many people die in utterly ridiculous 
ways, and Stupid Deaths challenges players to identify myth 
versus fact. In this hilarious party game, players work to beat the 
grim reaper before the grim reaper beats them. This is the game 
of grave humour, where players who are dead right win! Age 12+

University Games
Assorted Games
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University Games
Puzzles

30780 GearShift 
Spin it, Sync it, Solve it! This unique and addicting brain 
teaser requires logic and patience! Four individual gears 
shift together or independently based on the placement of 
the cogs. To complete the challenge, puzzlers must align 
the Ouroboros, the serpent that eats its own tail, which 
symbolises infinity or wholeness. Age 8+

30793 Cubix Tube™
The Cubix Tube™ is the next challenging level of brain 
teaser with a hollow maze built inside of a brightly-coloured, 
moveable collection of tubes. Lining up the colours is not 
enough! The hollow maze must be aligned accurately for the 
ball to pass through the tubes from top to bottom without 
hitting a solid wall. Age 8+

Are you looking for ‘pawesome’ puzzles? Well we’ve got the puzzles that are ‘otter’ 
this world! We’re not ‘kitten’ you – these puzzles are sure to float your ‘goat’. 

PUN’Y Puzzles not only include a hilarious pun but they also have the added 
challenge of 1000 puny pieces as well! Contents: 1000pc puzzle, measuring  

42 x 29cm when complete. Age 12+

PP7124  
Pardon My French 

PP7117  
You’re Pawesome

PP7131  
Otterly Gorgeous 

PP71ASST  
Puny Puzzles Asst (18pcs)

U. GAMES AUSTRALIA 2019 | 21
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31033 Alice 
Actual Size

14cm 
Tall

3D Crystal Puzzles feature uniquely-shaped, interlocking, translucent crystalline pieces that give puzzling 
a whole new dimension! Featuring all your favourite Disney characters, this line is perfect for collectibility 
and repeat purchases! Age 12+

31028 Belle 30987 Pluto

31003 Daisy Duck31002 Donald Duck

University Games
Disney 3D Crystal Puzzles®
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30982 Minnie Mouse 30981 Mickey Mouse

30983 Tinker Bell

30989 Dumbo

31004 Cheshire Cat

31000 Cinderella 31001 Ariel

30984 Winnie the Pooh

30990 Disney Licensed ASST (12pcs) 
This CDU display is an easy way to merchandise the 
Crystal Puzzle range and highlight the features of the 
product. Each display holds 12 units.

University Games
Disney 3D Crystal Puzzles®
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SCIENCE 

NGCMTUBE Vanishing Test Tube 
See a test tube vanish before your eyes with this 

awesome science experiment! This comprehensive 
lab kit includes all chemicals, containers, instructions 
and accessories that young scientists need to create 

Chemistry Magic. Check out the fascinating  
full-colour Learning Guide to explore the properties  

of light, reflection and refraction! Age 8+

NEW

MAKE A TEST TUBE VANISH!

National Geographic™
Science Kits

NGCMH2O Hydrophobic Substances 
Explore the power of hydrophobia with smooth sand and cool 
gel that don’t get wet when exposed to water! This awesome 
lab kit includes all chemicals, containers, instructions and 
accessories that young scientists need to create Chemistry 
Magic. Check out the fascinating full-colour Learning  
Guide to discover concepts like hydrophobia, viscosity,  
polarity and more! Age 8+

NGMDIGSHARK Shark Tooth Mini Dig Kit

GENUINE specimen in each kit! Excavate soft dig brick material to find your specimen. Age 8+

With a mission to inspire people to care about the planet, the National Geographic™ Society is one of 
the world’s largest nonprofit scientific and educational organisations. We are thrilled to introduce this 

special line of products which embody National Geographic’s™adventurous spirit and values!

NEW

NGMDIGPOOP Dino Poop Mini Dig Kit

NEW

SAND NEVER GETS WET!

NEW

NGMDIGGEM Gemstone Mini Dig Kit

NEW
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National Geographic™
Science Kits

NGGEM  
Gemstone Dig Kit 
Dig up 3 genuine gemstones!  
This hands-on kit includes 
genuine specimens, custom 
digging tools and learning 
guide. Age 8+

NGGEO2  
Break Open 2 Real Geodes 
Geology doesn’t get more 
exciting than breaking open 
rocks and finding crystal 
treasures! This hands-on kit 
includes premium geodes, 
safety goggles, a geode 
display stand, magnifying 
glass and learning guide. 
Age 8+

NGVOLCANO  
Volcano Science Kit 
Cast your own volcano, paint 
it and even make it erupt! 
With the included learning 
guide, learn about tectonic 
plates, earthquakes, volcano 
formation and volcanic rocks, 
as well as many interesting 
facts designed to promote  
a love of geology and 
science. Age 8+

NGDINO  
Dinosaur Dig Kit 
Journey to the Prehistoric 
Era and uncover genuine 
dinosaur fossils! This hands-
on kit includes genuine 
specimens, custom digging 
tools and learning guide.  
Age 8+

NGSHARK 
Shark Tooth Dig Kit
Excavate 3 genuine shark teeth fossils 
from the ocean’s deadliest predators! 
This hands-on kit includes genuine 
specimens, custom digging tools and  
learning guide. Age 8+

NGBUG 
Real Bug Dig Kit 
Dig up and explore 3 amazing insects! 
Each specimen is perfectly preserved 
in transparent acrylic, so kids will be 
able to study their bugs from all angles. 
This hands-on kit includes genuine 
specimens, custom digging tools and 
learning guide. Age 8+

NGGIDCRYSTAL  
Glow-In-The-Dark Crystal Lab
Grow amazing glowing crystals in your  
own home! Includes a learning guide  
packed full of interesting crystal facts  
and a real fluorite specimen! Age 8+

BESTSELLER
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National Geographic™
Science Kits

Experiment with the disgusting side of science!
Make your own glow-in-the-dark slime and learn all about the fascinating organisms known as slime molds! Kids 

will become chemists, concocting slime, learning about slime molds, and exploring where slime occurs naturally in 
nature. There are now 6 Glow in the Dark Slime Lab Kits to choose from. Each kit includes glow-in-the-dark slime 

powder, stirring stick, storage container, National Geographic Learning Guide and instructions. Age 8+

NEW

NGMEGASPLINT Mega Slime & Putty Lab
Explore the squishy, stretchy, slippery side of science with National Geographic!  
A fascinating hands-on learning activity, the Mega Slime & Putty Lab contains  
eight amazing varieties of slime and putty. What makes putty so stretchable?  
Why does slime drip and ooze? Check out the Learning Guide for interesting  
slime and putty facts plus a few simple experiments for kids to try at home.  
Kit includes: magnetic putty, fluffy slime, glow-in-the-dark putty, DIY slime lab,  
liquid slime, colour changing putty, snotty slime and bouncing putty, storage tins, 
accessories and a 16-page Learning Guide. Ages 8+

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NGSLIME  
Glow in the Dark Slime Lab 

NGSLIMEY  
Glow in the Dark Slime Lab Yellow

NGSLIMEP  
Glow in the Dark Slime Lab Purple

NGSLIMEPK  
Glow in the Dark Slime Lab Pink

NGSLIMEB  
Glow in the Dark Slime Lab Blue

NGSLIMER  
Glow in the Dark Slime Lab Red

NEW

SCIENCE





SCIENCE 
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Wild Science™
Eco Kits

TTWS/925 Ant City
Ants are the smartest, strongest, 
fastest, and smallest easy-care pets 
on Earth! The special grit will get them 
excavating and building in front of your 
eyes as they set up home. Age 6+

TTWS/927 Snail World
Snails are the slowest, weirdest, funniest, 
and most acrobatic easy-care pets on 
Earth! Happy snails can lay amazing 
transparent snail eggs! Use the magnifier 
to watch the babies develop inside. Age 6+

TTWS/23 Ant Mine 
Make a plaster cast reproduction of a complex ant colony.  
Add soil and ants then watch the ants make their way though 
the maze using their natural skills. Age 6+

TTWS/25 Ant Jungle 
See ants wrestle food through a maze or across dizzying 
heights similar to ants real life situations. Add soil and 
ants, then watch daily life underground through a lens. 
Age 6+

TTWS/89 Betta Fish Arena 
Mirror doors and special gravels show amazing behaviours 
of your Fish. The Sky Pool magnifies your fish for easy 
observation. No fish included. No pump or filters needed. 
Not suitable for goldfish. Age 6+

TTWS/27 Worm Farm 
This worm farm teaches children about earthworms and their 
importance in our ecosystem. Grow vegetation and create a 
Worm’s ecosystem! Age 6+

TTWS/926 Worm Farm
Earthworms are the most fascinating, 
safe, clean, easy-care pets under 
the Earth! The sliding privacy screen 
means they will burrow right next to the 
window for easy viewing. Age 6+

SCIENCE 
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TTWST/708 My First Solar System Science Kit 
Hands-on Space science that is out of this world! Make a 
scale model of the Solar System, mould a moon crater, and 
create the phases of the Moon with shadows. Learn how the 
constellations are used by real astronomers, make a glowing 
star mobile and build an alien to live on a distant planet. Age 6+

NEW

TTWST/709 My First Slime & Putty Science Kit
Fun activities with freaky fluids! Mix coloured putty and add 
glitter for a sparkly effect. Build a putty monster and watch it 
melt into a puddle. Create shadows in glow-in-the-dark putty 
and use body heat to change the colour of thermochromatic 
putty. Mix up cornflour slime and play with its crazy solid 
liquid properties. Age 6+

NEW

TTWST/706 My First Party Trick Science Kit 
It’s party time! Explore some sneaky science with party  
tricks to fool your friends. Make a squirting flower and a 
snake-in-a-can joke. Practice incredible balloon tricks using  
air pressure and static electricity. Age 6+

TTWST/707 My First Coding and Computer Science Kit
Explore coding and computer science without a computer! Encode 
your initials in a cool binary necklace. Race the clock to sort 
objects by weight using real sorting algorithms. Make an ancient 
encryption device, write a program to guide a friend through a 
maze and crack the code to create pixelated pictures. Age 6+

Wild Science™
My First Kits

SCIENCE
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Wild Science™
My First Kits

TTWST/705  
My First Sci-Fi Science Kit
Star in your own sci-fi adventure 
as you explore the science of outer 
space. Make sci-fi movie sounds and 
discover the science of planetary orbits 
and cosmic storms. Launch a rocket 
to explore the Solar System, make 
spinning and flying UFOs and decode  
a secret alien message. Age 6+

TTWST/703  
My First Disgusting Science Kit 
Discover polymer chemistry with 
fantastic fart putty creations. Learn 
melting-point physics by making soaps 
with embedded booger maggots! 
Unlock the secrets of a living fungus 
with an expanding gas blob… and so 
much more! Age 6+

TTWST/700  
My First Magic Science Show 
Learn all about static electricity, 
reflections, pressure and more amazing 
magic tricks. Wow the audience 
with the power finger levitating bead 
show, the mysterious disappearing 
coin, dancing holograms and optical 
illusions! Age 6+

TTWST/701  
My First Special Effects Science Kit 
Gruesome movie makeup secrets 
exposed! Mix and blend your own 
professional grade ‘bone and scar’ 
waxes. You will learn about SFX makeup 
techniques, stop motion animation 
techniques, movie illustrations and 
more! Age 6+

TTWST/702  
My First Backyard Explorer Science Kit
Set up your own pet Ant or Worm  
colony. Analyse soil like an expert  
and discover astonishing critters living  
in your backyard. Grow seeds in two 
scientific mini-gardens on the special 
workbench. Age 6+

TTWST/704  
My First Circus Science Show
Wow the crowd with a circus show using 
science to do amazing tricks. Balance an 
elephant on a ball and train a monkey to 
climb a string. Make a unicycle roll on a 
tightrope, a flipping acrobat on a trapeze 
and learn to juggle three balls in the air! 
Age 6+
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Wild Science™
Small Science Kits

TTWS/900 Rocket Ball Workshop
Unique and unbelievable. Make a ballistic 
collision ball launcher and watch the rocket 
ball go MUCH higher than you dropped 
it! Learn about the science of elasticity, 
polymers, energy and motion. Age 8+

TTWS/901 Weird Slime Workshop 
Discover fascinating slimy secrets and the science 
of polymers! Make drippy bouncy slimy tadpole 
leech soup, rat guts noodles, jellyfish, blood clots 
and other disgusting inventions. Age 8+

TTWS/919 Fart Putty Workshop
Experience noxious noises while making 
boiled boogers, burping blood clots and 
fantastic fart putty. Age 8+

TTWS/929 Rocket Racer Workshop
Make your own balloon powered jet 
hovercraft, airspeed rocket and land 
speed racer! Race all 3 models at once 
on land and in the air. Age 8+

TTWS/937 Exploding Skull Workshop
Mix safe acids and bases and press into 
the skull mould to create booger bombs, 
zit mix and fizzing eyeballs! Age 8+

TTWS/923 Zombie Jelly Workshop 
Invite zombies over for a feast! Make edible  
jellified fingers, ears, maggots, brains and eyeballs 
using the food grade silicone moulds. Perfect party 
food for ravenous young zombies. Age 8+

TTWS/918 Exploding Volcano Workshop 
Create coloured lava that really flows, 
bubbling mineral pools and all kinds  
of other items that are common  
to a volcano eruption. Age 8+
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Wild Science™
Small Science Kits

TTWS/902 Bath Bomb Studio
Make your own scented bath bombs and 
learn about the science behind the ‘fizz’. 
Create foaming eruptions, magic soda 
and floating bombs. For real fizzy fun at 
bathtime. Age 8+

TTWS/912 Perfume Studio
Invent and blend your own secret formula of 
heavenly scents. Make scented gifts for friends, 
crystal gel pourri, personalised perfume and 
much more. Learn all about the sense of smell 
and essential oil extraction. Age 8+

TTWS/917 Crystal Growing Studio
Create a gorgeous ‘Citrine Crystal Ball’ 
for your Crystal Collection. All tools and 
ingredients included and a fabulous 
hanging display! Age 8+

TTWS/922 Bubble Builder Studio 
We have found the BEST long-life bubble 
mix in the world made by a WORLD 
Champion bubble scientist. In this box 
you will find the tips and tricks of a 
champion. AND loads more... Age 6+

TTWS/921 Build a Bracelet Studio 
Make up six unique custom bracelets 
with moving, swirling effects or jiggling 
and wriggling rainbow colours! Age 8+

TTWS/920 Ocean Friends Studio 
Use the professional grade ingredients 
provided to melt, cast and create your 
own luxurious soaps. Fill the shaped 
trays and decorate with colour and 
shimmer for one-off soaps in the shape 
of fish, starfish and shells. Age 8+

TTWS/903 Lip Balm Studio
Create your own shimmering lip balms 
and fruity lip protectors. Use the natural 
waxes and oils provided and experiment 
with colours, flavours and fragrances. 
Design your own range of luscious lip 
products. Age 8+

TTWS/914 Magic Nail Studio 
Create custom nail polishes with solar 
colour change effects. Colours, shimmer, 
tools and bottles included. Age 8+
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Wild Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/43L Weird Slime Goo Lab
Master polymer reactions to make drippy  
and bouncy slimes and gels. Create tadpole  
and leech soup, rat gut noodles, jellyfish,  
blood clots and more! Age 8+

TTWS/01L Rocket Ball Launch Lab
Discover bouncy ball-istics and 
collision chemistry! Make your own 
colourful bouncy balls and launch  
them into space. Age 8+

TTWS/112L Nanoscience Lab
Discover the tiny world of nanoscience by investigating  
colour changing liquid crystals and iridescent butterfly  
wings. Test UV blocking sunscreen and make rainbow 
interference patterns in soap films. Build a DNA model,  
get sticky with gecko feet, and clean up an oil spill with  
water-hating nanomaterial. Age 8+

NEW
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Wild Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/102L Alien Autopsy Lab 
Get in touch with your inner alien! Learn about polymer 
chemistry, diffusion and osmosis by creating icky alien  

guts and gizzards. Age 8+

TTWS/96L Zombie Blood and Guts FX Lab
Behold a ghastly chemistry lab for maximum zombie-licious 
effects! Pickle some spooky eyeballs and float them in a 
mini ‘Plasmatube’. Squeeze out gluggy green guts and 
create some zombie blood. Age 8+

TTWS/15L Body Parts Joke Lab
Master the craft of melting, casting 

and welding soaps. Explore the science 
of suspending pigments and multiple 

stage embedding whilst creating 
realistic and gruesome soap objects! 

Age 8+
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Wild Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/05L Bath Bombs Factory
Create beautiful scented, multi-coloured bath bombs to keep 
for yourself or give to friends! Investigate the science of ‘fizz’! 
Experiment with magic fizzy soda water, foaming eruptions & 
many more activities. Age 8+

TTWS/08L Perfume Factory
Learn about the science of perfume including oil extraction 
and high pressure filtration! Develop your own unique 
formulas and make crystal gel pourri. Age 8+

TTWS/109L Crystal Jewellery Factory 
Seriously sparkly science! Use lab tools and the science  
of crystallisation to grow incredible crystals on two rings.  
Make a crystal encrusted heart to wear in a locket, and grow  
a jumbo crystal. Age 8+

TTWS/108L Rainbow Bath Salts Factory 
Measure, mix and create rainbow bath salts and soothing  
salt scrubs. Loads of fun salty science experiments included. 
Age 8+
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Wild Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/105L Rock Candy Factory 
Are you a scientist with a sweet tooth? Become an expert candy 
maker while exploring the science of dissolving and crystallisation. 
Grow sparkling rock candy crystals, make dazzling rings, magic 
wands and a glistening crystal geode that looks so real and tastes 
so delicious! Age 8+

TTWS/55L Lip Balm Factory
Melt quality berry wax beads and cosmetic oils to make 
custom lip balms. Pour your custom-coloured, flavoured and 
shimmer-effect lip balms into the enclosed crystal compact. 
Age 8+

TTWS/95L Crystal Geode Factory
You will learn about gemmology, crystallography, geology and 
chemistry, all while growing your very own crystal collection. 
Create a gorgeous Amethyst Geode, Citrine Heart and Emerald 
Crystal. Age 8+

TTWS/99L Lava Lamp & Glitter Tube Factory
Make your own light-up bubbling lava lamp and shimmering 
glitter tube to display in your room! Create dazzling optical 
effects by reflecting light from glitter and bubbling water.  
Age 8+

TTWS/61L Magic Nail Factory
Make custom nails with unique solar colour change  
and glow in the dark effects. Age 8+



SCIENCE

TTWS/31XL Crazy Chemistry
3 kits in 1! Combines the Rocket Ball, Weird Slime and 
Exploding Skull workshop kits. Extra experiments only found 
in this kit. A lot of fun comes in a BIG box! Age 8+

TTWS/95XL Glitz & Glow Chemical Kit
Create a treasure chest full of crystals using real laboratory 
techniques! Grow sparkling crystals on plaster shapes and 
a glow-in-the-dark crystal moon. Try growing a jumbo-sized 
crystal, make crystal shards, and follow recipes to discover 
the crystals in your own kitchen. Age 8+

Wild Science™
Mega Science Kits

NEW

TTWS/17XL Chemical Garden 
Use chemical reactions to create colourful underwater scenes! 
Build an artificial coral reef and grow instant chemical coral.  
A chemical reaction creates an amazing substance that  
grows right before your eyes! Keep your finished seascape  
in a spectacular curved display tank. Age 10+

NEW
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19461 3-D Planets / 3-D Star Tube Asst in Display (12pcs)
Want to hang the solar system from your ceiling? Or brighten  
up your room with 3-D glowing stars? These handy reusable  
glow kits are the perfect items for creating a cosmic scene on 
your ceiling! Packed in an easy to merchandise CDU. Age 5+

19862 3-D Solar System™
Eight colourful glow-in-the-dark planets, plus Pluto, over 200 
adhesive stars, string, putty and a solar system guide are 
included to recreate a glowing solar system in any room. Age 5+

19471  
Wonder Stars™

19476  
Planets & Stars™

19478 
Colorful Twinkle Stars™

19472  
Twinkle Stars™

19473  
Colorful Stars™

19466 Glowing 3-D Planets™ Boxed Set
Bring the brilliance of the celestial sky into your own room 
with the 8 glowing planets in our solar system!

19863 Phases of the Moon™
Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the moon landing with our 
lunar phases set. Eight 3-D glow-in-the-dark moons, each 
depicting a different phase, mount easily on ceilings or walls. 
Age 5+

Great Explorations®

Glow-in-the-Dark

NEW
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ZOOB! is the moving, mind-building, modelling system that 
encourages kids to learn, explore and create using the most 
important tool of all: their imaginations!

ZOOB has 5 pieces that snap together 20 ways. Because  
it’s so easy to use and so versatile, we think it’s the best 
open-ended building system on the market!

• dishwasher safe for easy cleaning
• appeals to boys & girls
• easy to transport
• no need for special bases or tables

Z11075 ZOOB 75 Piece Box 
75 ZOOB pieces in a sturdy corrugated box and instructions 
for 16 creations. Age 6+

Z11125 ZOOB 125 Piece Bucket 
For serious ZOOB builders for hours of creative building and 
interactive play. Comes packed in a sturdy storage tub with 
snap-on lid. Instruction guides for 37 creations. Includes 125 
pieces. Age 6+

Z11250 ZOOB 250 Piece Bucket 
ZOOB 250 Piece Building Set comes with 6 instruction  
guides to make 36 creations including a ZOOBasuraus  
or a ZOOBcycle (or create your own). Age 6+

Z11035 ZOOB 35 Piece Box 
For kids who love to build and create, this ZOOB 35 Piece 
building set is perfect for hours of interactive play. Includes  
35 pieces and easy to follow instructions. Age 6+

ZOOB
Construction Kits 
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Z11500 ZOOB 500 Piece Tub
The ZOOB 500 includes 500 ZOOB pieces, a plastic storage 
tub, four play pads and nine instruction guides. Age 6+ 

ZOOB
Construction Kits 

Z15030 ZOOB Z-Bricks 
Add life and movement to your brick creations! Z-Bricks are a 
new part that will easily connect ZOOB pieces onto all brands 
of classic plastic building bricks. The set comes with 12 ZOOB 
connectors in 4 styles with a brick bottom to connect with 
your other plastic bricks, plus 18 classic ZOOB pieces. Age 6+

Z11100 ZOOB 100 Piece Inventors’ Kit 
The ZOOB Inventors’ Kit showcases kids and their creativity. 
It features the winners and their creations from ZOOB’s 
Inventors’ Contest. Age 6+ 

Z12052 ZOOB Mobile Car Designer Kit 
Everything is included to build 13 different car models, plus 
4 jumbo vehicles. With 12 wheels included you can build 3 
ZOOBMobiles at once – so let the racing begin. Age 6+
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46. Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog
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Rainbow Ribbon
Ribbon Toys 

61000 Cardboard CDU FREE with 24 ribbons! 
Purchase 24 ribbons and receive a free Rainbow Ribbons 
counter display unit! Perfect for in-store display and 
showcasing your ribbons.

61100 Original Small Ribbon (wooden stem) 
Our original Rainbow Ribbon with over 2 metres of ribbon on a 
wooden stick. The toy that is fun for children of all ages! Age 3+

Brilliant ribbons for twirling and swirling. Kids have loads of fun creating eye catching swirls, loops and 
squiggles with these fabulous ribbons. It’s uncomplicated fun and is great for developing coordination 
and encouraging play. Dazzlers are a hit with girls who like to twirl, dance and do rhythmic gymnastics 

and our Original Rainbow Ribbon is an evergreen toy that is fun for kids of all ages.

61110 Original Large Ribbon (wooden stem)
The bigger version of our Rainbow Ribbon with over 3 metres of 
ribbon on a wooden stick. Great fun for the bigger kids! Age 5+

61130 Dazzler Ribbons (plastic stem) 
A beautiful Rainbow Ribbon on a colourful glittering stick. 
Dazzlers are a huge hit with children who like to twirl and 
dance. Age 3+
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The Top that Draws!™

op

It’s a classic toy with a twist. Doodletop action spins rings around friends, 
family and co-workers. Now in new packaging!

60362 Doodletop Single 
The classic Doodletop kids know and 
love – great for peg sections and bins. 
Age 5+

60101 Double Doodle 
Two Doodletops for twice the fun!  
Age 5+

60362BOX Doodletop Single Boxed 
CDU (24pcs)
We now offer our classic Doodletop in 
a new shelf top package assorted in a 
24-piece display. Perfect for impulse 
opportunities and designed to move 
product at the register! Age 5+

60604 Doodletop Design Kit 
Kids can get set to draw dazzling 
designs with Doodletops! Includes  
2 Doodletops, 6 swappable pens,  
20 sheets of art paper and a design  
tray for hours of fun. Age 5+

60608 Doodletop Sea Life Stencil Kit 
Amaze your friends and family with a 
menagerie of sea creatures! Includes  
1 Doodletop, 8 reusable sea life stencils, 
5 interchangeable pens, 10 sheets 
of design paper, 1 design tray (box 
bottom) and instructions. Age 5+ 

Doodletop
The Top That Draws! 
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Slinky®

Slinky® Brand

PS100-1 Original Metal Slinky® 12pc CDU 
The original walking toy! Individually boxed. 
Packed in a 12pc CDU. Age 5+

BESTSELLER

PS8-111BL Original Metal Colour Slinky® 12pc CDU 
Now Slinky® walks, flips and bounces in colour! This cool new 
Slinky® walks down the stairs with a bright, fun flash of colour. 
Kids and collectors alike will want every one! Age 5+

PS140BL Original Giant Slinky® 
Giant Slinky® is 70% larger than the original Slinky®  
for mega sized fun! It stretches further, flips higher,  
and walks down taller steps. Age 5+
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A ROUND OF A “PAWS”  

FOR SLINKY DOG!
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Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog
Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog

PS912003-3 Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Wind Up Slinky® Dog 
Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Wind-Up Slinky® Dog is the little dog 
from the big screen and he’s all wound up and ready to go 
for a walk! Watch this beloved classic character come to life! 
Simply wind up and let him go! Kids will love his spring-y tail, 
slinky body, and floppy ears. You’ve heard him talk now watch 
him walk! Age 3+

PS912002-3 Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog Jr. 
Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog Jr. is the scrappy little 
pup of the Slinky Dog family. Great for kids with small hands 
and big imaginations, Slink Jr. measures 11cm from head to 
toe. Body stretches up to an additional 22cm long, so if the 
going gets tough, this pup gets growing! Age 18mnths+

PS912001-3 Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog Plush 
Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Plush Slinky® has a Slinky body, 
covered in a soft plush material that makes Slinky Dog soft 
to the touch and comforting for children to hold. Slinky Dog’s 
head, front half, back half and tail are stuffed, making him 
great for travel and a lovely night-time toy. The 25cm long 
body is a plush covered spiral with an elastic band in the 
middle allowing it to expand Slinky-style. This timeless toy is 
now even cuddlier and a great playtime pal anywhere your 
child goes. Age 18mnths+

PS912004-3 Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog 
Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Slinky® Dog is a well-known hound 
that makes a well-known slinkity sound! He is a squirming, 
wiggling, adorable dog who follows along when pulled and 
has been loved by generations of kids. Slinky Dog measures 
17cm tall head to toe, and his body stretches from 12cm to 
35cm long! Age 18mnths+

A TOY STORY COLLECTION ISN’T COMPLETE WITHOUT A 

SLINKY DOG!
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My Studio Girl 

Rescue Pets 
Sew a sweet pet who needs a loving home! You can adopt 

your own rescue pet with these adorable creative kits.  
Each kit includes a special Adoption Certificate and Name 

Tag Collar, so you can give your pet a special name.  
Age 8+ 

SG67183 KittySG67182 Terrier SG67181 Dalmatian 

Tiny Town Buddies
“Sew and Go” with these adorable Tiny Town Buddies. Includes everything needed to make 2 soft 

buddies, blanket and pillow. Each tin townhouse has 2 sticker sheets to decorate. Age 8+ 

SG67113 Bunny SG67112 FoxSG67111 Cat
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CRAFT

My Studio Girl 

SG3383 Puppicorn 

SG5543 Llama 

SG3382 Purrmaid

SG5540 Sloth

Mini Pillows
The My Studio Girl brand closely follows fashion and crafting  
trends to deliver products that are exciting and fashion forward  
for children. Embellished with bright colours, glitter and sequins –  
these sew-your-own huggable pillows are the perfect friends  
for any adventure. Collect them all! Age 8+

NEW

NEW
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CRAFT 

My Studio Girl 

SG5524 MermaidSG5522 Flamingo SG5523 Unicorn

Mini Pillows

SG5538 Flying Glitter UnicornsSG5537 Rainbow Glitter Unicorns

Make Your Own Unicorns 
Make your own gorgeous unicorns! These easy to make creatures are colourful and 

glittery. Each set includes a parent and child figurine to cover and decorate with air-dry 
3D glitter foam and colourful air-dry clay. These are ideal introductory craft kits that 

assist children in creating magical creatures that they can display and play with. Age 8+
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53. Bunnykins Feeding
55. Bunnykins Gifting
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NURSERY

Bunnykins
Feeding

TTM-13 3pc Set – Playing 
Three piece set including cup, bowl and plate, each featuring 
classic Bunnykins imagery. Age 18mnths+

TTAT/B08 Spoon & Fork – Playing  
Learning to use cutlery couldn’t be easier, with a little help 
from the Bunnykins Spoon and Fork Set. Age 18mnths+

TTM-22 Suction Bowl & Spoon – Swimming 
Featuring a spoon and suction bowl with beautiful Bunnykins 
illustrations. Age 18mnths+

TTM-35 Feeding Bowl & Spoon – Running
This adorable Bunnykins printed set contains a feeding bowl 
and spoon. Crafted from premium melamine. Age 18mnths+

TTM-05 5pc Set – ABC
This unique set features a bowl, plate, spill-proof cup, spoon  
and bib, all decorated with a variety of gorgeous Bunnykins  
motifs. Age 18mnths+
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Bunnykins
Feeding

TTM-34 Feeding Bowl & Spoon – Shining Stars 
TTM-32 Feeding Bowl & Spoon – Sweethearts
This adorable Bunnykins printed set contains a feeding bowl 
and spoon. Crafted from premium melamine. Age 18mnths+

TTM-33 3pc Set – Shining Stars  
TTM-31 3pc Set – Sweethearts 
Three piece set including cup, bowl and plate, each featuring 
classic Bunnykins imagery. Age 18mnths+

TTM-48 Suction Bowl & Spoon – Shining Stars 
TTM-49 Suction Bowl & Spoon – Sweethearts
Featuring a spoon and suction bowl with beautiful Bunnykins 
illustrations. Age 18mnths+

TTAT/B08D Spoon & Fork – Shining Stars 
TTAT/B08C Spoon & Fork – Sweethearts
Learning to use cutlery couldn’t be easier, with a little help 
from the Bunnykins Spoon and Fork Set. Age 18mnths+
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Bunnykins
Gifting

TT3D-01 3D Handprint Kit 
Capture and cherish your little ones prints forever! Follow the 
instructions to create an impression of your baby’s adorable 
little hand or foot that will become a permanent and beautiful 
memento of this special time. Age 18mnths+

TTFC/B01 Milestone Cards
Celebrate all those special ‘firsts’ with 
Bunnykins Firsts Cards. Each important 
milestone is depicted with a gorgeous, 
classic Bunnykins illustration. Record 
your child’s birth, first day at home, 
when they first smiled and more. Each 
card is double sided and made from 
thick, sturdy material. 

TTBBE/70 Bookends
Organise your child’s books with these Bunnykins Wooden 
Bookends. This quality, sturdy item, is the perfect thing to help 
young readers keep their books tidy. An ideal christening or 
nursery gift that will be treasured for years to come. 

TTBKH/70 Wooden Height Chart
Record your child as they grow 
with this beautiful Bunnykins 
height chart. Made from quality 
wood and depicting delightful 
Bunnykins characters each 
10cm. The height chart measures 
from 80cm to 150cm and creates 
a gorgeous addition to any child’s 
room. The chart easily packs 
down and folds away for easy 
heirloom storage. 

TTM-75 Feeding Gift Pack
The perfect starter set for any new parent! Includes a melamine 
spoon, bowl and plush rabbit rattle toy packaged in a beautiful 
gift box. 





NURSERY

Bunnykins
Gifting

TTBKP/06  Comforter – Blue 
TTBKP/05  Comforter – Pink 
TTBKP/04  Comforter – Cream
These little Bunnykins comforters are 
soft and huggable. Each includes a 
finger puppet hole to move the bunny 
head and beautifully soft fabric. 

TTBKP/03 Plush Toy – Blue  
TTBKP/02 Plush Toy – Pink 
TTBKP/01 Plush Toy – Cream
Snuggle up with your little Bunnykin.  
This soft plush toy is the perfect gift for 
a baby. Each plush bunny also includes 
a rattle sound to assist development.

TTM-21P  Plush Toy, Bowl & Plate Set – Cream 
TTM-31P  Plush Toy, Bowl & Plate Set – Pink 
TTM-33P  Plush Toy, Bowl & Plate Set – Blue
These new celebratory sets include soft, huggable plush toys! Ideal for newborn gifts, baby showers and christenings.  
Each set includes a melamine plate and bowl with a plush rabbit rattle toy.
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Notes

If you are an Australian retailer register  
at www.ugames.com.au for online  

ordering and wholesale access. 
T&Cs Apply. You must be an Australian retailer with a registered ABN. 

Visit www.ugames.com.au for further details. 

We have a new website  
with all our products online!
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Nigel Forgan 
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Jill Forgan 
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